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Extension of Wohl's ternary asymmetric solution model to four and ,, components
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AusrRAcr

A four-component asymmetric solution model, based on Wohl's treatment of ternary
solutions, is derived from a general polynomial expansion (including up to third-degree
terms) representing the excess molar free energy of a solution. This model is extended to
/t components. The derived model differs from other previously published models in the
definition of the constant associated with the XiXiXk(i + j + k + i) terms.

INrnolucrroN

Asymmetric models of the excess thermodynamic
properties of solutions are often required for the purposes
of geochemical calculations. This note is concerned with
the extension of Wohl's (1946, 1953) derivation for a
ternary asymmetric model to 4- and r-component solu-
tions. Comparison of these models to other previously
published models is made. Symbols used in this note are
presented in Table l.

DBnrvarroN oF THE MoDEL
A general expansion that describes the excess molar

free energy of a four-component solution, truncated after
third-degree terms, is

G.*: Xtx2at, I XrXra\ I XrXoa,o I XrXra.,
+ XrXoar. I XrXoaro +fiXrarr, + XrXlar,
* XlXra,,, I X,Xlarr, + XlXoarro * XrXf,aroo
* XlXrarr, * XrXlar, I XlXoarro
+ XrX\aroo I XlXoarro * XrXlaroo I XrXrXrar,
I XrXrXoerro -f XrXrXoerro + XrXrXoarro. (l)

The a,, and eijk are constants; the subscripts identifii with
which X,X, or Xl,Xr term the constants are associated.
Equation I is the extension of Wohl's (1946) ternary
equation (Eq. 5l) to a four-component solution. It differs
from Wohl's (1946) Equation 5l in that the ..2's" and
"3's" are not included. This expansion satisfies the con-
straint that G- goes to zero as any mole fraction goes to
1. It is this constraint that permits deletion of terms of
the type a(X) from Equation l; where a is a constant, I
refers to one of the components, and 7 is an integer of
value less than 4. The above expansion is consistent with
the Gibbs-Duhem relation, no matter what the values of
the constants may be or what any relations of the con-
stants to one another may be.

A more useful form of Equation I is one in which the
constants have thermodynamic meaning. In binary sys-
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tems G. may be expressed as a function RZ ln 77 and
RT ln 7y, where 7i is the activity coefficient of com-
ponent "i" at infinite dilution (e.g., Froese, 1976). These
are constants at a given pressure and temperature, but
may be functions of P and Z. If equations analogous to
Equation 52a of Wohl (1946) and the expression for "C*"
of Wohl (1953) are substituted into Equation l, then it
can be shown that some of the constants in the resulting
expression are the G*- : R?" ln 7- for the bounding
binary systems (2.3RTArr of Wohl is equivalent to G::f
of this note). The remaining constants are the ternary
constants as defined by Wohl (1953). The resultant
expressron rs

Cr,: X,Xr(X,G5:f + XrGl:?)
+ XX3(XIGTf + X.cilf)
+ Xl (XtGlt? + X,G"itr)
+ XrX3(X2GT? + X3GT?)
+ X,Xo(XrG7? + Xrc.,:tr)
+ X3X4(XtGilf + X.G::.-)
+ xtx2x3Q'4 + xtx2x4Qn4
+ xtx3xoQB4 + x2x3x4Q84, Q)

where

Qru: l}.s(G;:,* + G::f + G.:r + Gf + Gi:f
+ Gffl - Curl. (3)

Observe that (l) the Q,,o values are constants and depend
on the sum ofthe bounding binary constants and the Crk
[ternary constants as defined by Wohl (1953)] for the sub-
system "i-j-k"; (2) the expression reduces to the ternary
asymmetric model of Wohl (1953) if X. is set equal to
zero; and (3) ifone sets G;i- :G;:-, the expression reduces
to binary (Xr: Xo: 0), ternary (X": 0), and quaternary
symmetric equations. It can be shown that

RT ln 7, : 0l(2n,)Cr-l/0n,,

where n, is the number of moles of the lth component. If
the -{'s in Equation 2 are converted to mole ratios and
then Equation 2 is multiplied by nt + n2 + nj -i n4,
differentiated with respect to n,, and finally converted
back to -('s the following expression is obtained after
some simplification:
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R?"ln 7, : 2X(l - X)lXrGT? + X3GT? + X4G';7)
+ (1 - 2X,)lX3G::f + XZG::f + XIG\:fl
- 2X2X3lX2G3y7 + X.G77l
- 2X2XolX2G7g + X^G7tr|
- 2X3X4lXjGi:? - X,GTfl
+ (1 - 2X)\X,X1QB + X2X4Q:2,

+ x3x4QB4f
- 2XrX3XoQr* (5)

where the Q,,r dte defined by Equation 3. Expressions for
components 2,3, and 4 are obtained by suitable rotation
of subscripts in Equation 5.

Exrnnsronq oF THE MoDEL To t coMpoNENTS

Expressions for n -component systems (n > 3) are ob-
tained by extending Equations 2 and, 5. For the general
case, the following two results are obtained (where n rep-
resents the number of components):

n - l  n

c"': > ) xx,1x,G;',* + x,Gi:,-)
,:, t,-ul,

n  2 n  I  n

+ > > ) x,x,xrq,,o Q < j < k) (6)
i : t  j :2 k:3

Trele 1. Symbols

Symbol Meaning

Temoerature in kelvins
Mole fraction ol component A
Activity coefficient of component A; unit activity state

defined as pure phase at P and f
Excess molar free energy of a solution
Excess partial molar free energy of component i in a

binary mixture of i and I at infinite dilution
Moles of component A
Ternary constanl for a solution of components 1, 2, and 3

expand for RZ ln 7, and then make the following rota-
t i o n s :  I  -  3 , 2  -  4 , 3  -  5 , 4  -  l , a n d 5  -  2 .

CorvrunNr oN NorATroN

For asymmetric solution models including up to third-
degree terms, some authors (e.g., Berman and Brown,
I 984) associate three subscripts with each parameter, even
if it is a binary parameter. This is convenient because it
directly relates the parameter and the mole fraction term
by which it is multiplied. For example W,r, (a binary
parameter) would be multiplied by XrXrX'. The equa-
tions derived above can be readily converted to this no-
tation: however, this is not done since most of the geo-
logical literature uses two subscripts for binary parameters.

DrscussroN

Comment on other models based on Wohl's model

The four-component asymmetric model presented by
Jordan et al. (1950) was based on the ternary model of
Wohl ( I 946) that contained incorrect substitutions for the
ternary constants (Wohl, 1953). Thus their model is in
error. Ganguly and Saxena (1984, app.) presented a four-
component model based on the revised substitutions of
Wohl (1953); however, their expression should not con-
tain Wa' and W24 in the last term. The four- and n-com-
ponent models presented here are the correct extensions
of Wohl's ternary model.

The sign of the ternary constant in Equation 6 of An-
dersen and Lindsley (1981) is opposite to that of Wohl
(1946, 1953); otherwise the models are the same. One
should ensure that the sign ofthe ternary constant is con-
sistent with the particular equation employed.

Comparison to other models

The expansion ofEquation l0 ofBenedict et al. (1945)
for a four-component solution (setting A,u -- A,i, : 4,,,:
A,,, erc.) is given in Table 2. Also given is the expression
obtained from Berman and Brown's (1984) Equation 22
(using two subscripts for the binary constants) and the
model derived in this note. Setting A, : YtW, : thc?:'

a;nd A,,o: t/uWru : t/uQ,:r, it is seen that the expressions
can be made identical. Thus, for a four- or n-component
solution for which ternary data are available, the three
models will provide the same values for G. and 7, for
given composition of solution, pressure, and tempera-
ture. Note that the model parameters (1, W, and G**

x^

Qr'

and

Rrtn 7-: 2x,.(t - x )li x,Gltr]
L , : r  I

,'-) r+ (r - 2x.)12 xtc.;r)

f "  I
- r l  )  )'1  4 2

L  t : t  i : i +  |
r + n 1  J + t n

+ (1 - *rl} f,,r,*,a-,f

l,_u I- 2l>
L t : t  i : t + t  k : t + t  I

i + m  j + m + i  k + m + j

(t)

where

Q-r: l}.s(G::* + G::j' + Gi;: + G?:tr
+ Gi:tr + Gi;T) - C^,1 (8)

and

Q,i\: l}.s(Gf- + G:.)- + G;:r + G:"?
+ Gi:r + G;)-) - Caul. (9)

Expressions for the activity coefficient of any component
m canbe obtained by expanding the above equation. Al-
ternatively, one could expand for RZ ln 7, (m: 1) and
then rotate subscripts. For example, for a 5-component
solution where the desired expansion is for R?"ln 7r, first
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Tnale 2, Comparison of quaternary asymmetric solution models

This note'
Benedict et al.

(1 945)
Berman and Brown

(1 984)

BT ln 7, :26]r:f Xi2( - Xl
+ c?:fre( - 2x,l
+ 2GZtf X\(1 X,l
+ G?"freF ,2x)
+ 2CZ:r\X4( X,l
+ Grr&F 2X,l
- 2X2Xs(&G2y' - X"G"ifl
- 2X2X4V,GZ:tr + X"GZ:i')
- 2XsX463GZ:f I X;GZtr)
+ Q12IX2X3(1 2X)
+ Q,24X2X4(1 - 2X,)
+ Q94X3X4(1 - 2X)
- zQ$4XrXoXo

Where the Q* are defined by Equation 3

RT ln 7. : 6A2:XX2(1 X,)
+ 3AQre( - 2X)
+ 6A3.1X&(1 -  X)
+ 3AB)G(1 - 2X)
+ 6A+1XX4(1 - Xl)
+ 3A14&( - 2Xl

6X2XI(X3A24 + X2Ar2l
6X2X4(X4A24 + X2A+2)

- 6\X4(X3A4 + X4As4)
+ 644X2Xs(1 - 2X)
+ 6A?4X2X4(1 2X')
+ 644X3X4(1 2X')
- 12A4X2X3X4

RT ln 1, :  2W2jXX2F -  X)
+ w1)c2( - 2x,)
+ 2WsXXs(1 - X)
+ w14re( - 2x)
+ 2W+1XX(1 - X)
+ w14&( - 2x)
- 2X2X3(X3W24 + X2Wa)
- 2X2X4(X4W21 + X2W+2)
- 2X3X1(X3W14 + X4Wu)
+ wqsx2&(1 - 2x)
+ w124x2x4(1 - 2x)
+ w@\x4(1 - 2xl
- 2W2sX2XsX4

. This equation is identical to Equation 5 in the text; the first two terms of Equation 5 have been expanded for convenience

factors, etc.) are not, in general, interchangeable. Appli-
cations must use the exact form of the equation used in
the calibration of the model parameters.

The difference between the model derived here and
those of Berman and Brown (1984) and Benedict et al.
(1945) is in the definition ofthe "ternary constant" as-
sociated \Mith the X,Xfi (i + j + /r + i) terms. In both
of the latter models, there is only one constant associated
with each term, whereas in the present model, the con-
stant is a sum ofthe bounding binary constants in the "l-
7-k" subsystem and the constant C,;*. These relationships
are summarized as follows:

X , X / e x - f , i *  ( i + j + k + i )

represents the ternary terms, where, for Berman and
Brown (1984) and Benedict et al. (1945),

/r1 : constant'

but in this note,

For both the Berman and Brown (1984) model and the
model presented here, the expressions forf,o result from
the initial formulation of the polynomial expansion for
G". [Eq. 6 of this note and Eq. 8 of Berman and Brown
(1e84)1.

In the absence of data on ternary subsystems, the con-
stants associated with X,X/o(i + j + k + i) terms would
be set equal to zero in the models ofBenedict et al. (1945)
and Berman and Brown (198a); i.e., there is no estimate
of ternary interactions. In the present model the Cor would
be set equal to zero, and the sums of the binary constants
associated with the ternary subsystem would remain as
estimates of the ternary interactions.

It is important to note that one could use a more gen-

eral expression for f,,r instead of using either the Berman
and Brown (1984) or the present expression. For exam-
ple, one could use

fro: t/z(z,P'; + 2,,-,G;^,* + z,uGi:f, + zo,G't7
+ zjkc;:tr + z,G7;) - C,n

( i + j + k + i ) ,
where the 2,,'s are constants. In the case of Berman and
Brown (1984) the 2,,'s are zero and W,,1,: -Ca*, whereas
in this note the 2,,'s equal unity. Other empirical methods
of evaluating ternary interactions from binary data are
presented by Acree (1984) and Hillert (1980).

For solutions that exhibit similar behavior, it would be
useful to determine z,,valttes that best reproduce the ter-
nary data if the Cuo values (i + j + k + i) arc set equal
to zero. This would demonstrate if any empirical rela-
tionship exists among the binary constants that could be
used to estimate ternary interactions in the absence of
ternary data.
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